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new products 

Compiled by Gerry Van Treeck

Bradley Corp., 
introduces its 
new and elegantly 
refined VergeTM 
Lavatory System 
for high-end 
commercial 
restroom 
applications. 
Characterized 
by its sleek and 
modern design – as well as its durability and low-maintenance 
features – the Verge Lavatory System incorporates a beautifully 
sculpted elongated basin with a hidden drain, conveying upscale 
sophistication. Made with Bradley’s new EveroTM Natural 
Quartz Material, a resilient natural composite material, the 
Verge stands up well to high-traffic and everyday usage. In 
keeping with its contemporary design, the lavatory system 
utilizes small proportions, including a minimalist trap cover to 
conceal plumbing below. For more information visit Bradley 
Corp. at www.bradleycorp.com/evero. 

International Lubricants, Inc. announces the introduction 
of its new LUBEGARD Universal CVT Fluid P/N 67032. 
Designed to eliminate the need to stock various CVT fluids, 
LUBEGARD’s CVT Fluid is a universal formula for use in 
any belt-type CVT transmission. Various CVT (continuously 
variable transmission) types require different base stocks and 
additive technologies, unlike regular ATF’s. LUBEGARD, goal 
is to eliminate the costly inventories of multiple CVT fluids and 
provide a universal formula. For greater detail visit International 
Lubricants, Inc. at www.lubegard.com. 

Dyson’s Airblade™ hand dryer earned the Carbon 
Reduction Label from the Carbon Trust. Dyson 

research found that the manufacture of the 
new polycarbonate-ABS Dyson Airblade™ 
produces 50 percent less CO2 emissions than 
the aluminum equivalent launched in 2007. 
The Carbon Reduction Label recognizes 
manufacturers’ commitment to the further 
reduction of their product’s carbon footprint 
- the amount of carbon emissions (CO2 and 
other greenhouse gases) produced from its 
materials and manufacture, transport, in-use, 
and end of life. For additional details about the 
Dyson Airblade visit www.dysonairblade.com. 

KNIPEX-Tools announces the CoBolt Compact Bolt Cutter. For 
easy, exceptional cutting performance, KNIPEX is one of the 
best small handheld cutters on the market. With a lever action 
design that provides 20 times more hand force than traditional 
bolt cutters, KNIPEX’s Compact Bolt Cutter offers superior 
cutting power with minimal effort. Forged from oil-hardened 
chrome vanadium electric steel, this 8-inch hand cutter features 
precision matched, induction-hardened cutting edges that cut 
through ¼" diameter thickness with ease. For more informa-
tion, please visit KNIPEX-Tools at www.knipex-tools.com. 

Benjamin Moore’s newest coating is 
called Advance, and for this reason: 
it is an alkyd-based interior paint 
powered by the brand’s Gennex wa-
terborne colorant system. Advance is 
truly an alkyd, not a hybrid, deliver-
ing all of the performance virtues 
demanded of an oil-based paint, yet 
has other characteristics common to 
latex. Advance cleans up with soap 
and water and is as green as they 
come, with a low-VOC content of 
less than 50 grams per liter, well 
below the 250 to 500 count for most 
other alkyds, and with significantly reduced odor. For more in-
formation about Benjamin Moore visit www.benjaminmoore.com.

Action Floor Systems, LLC releases a new 4-page, full-color 
wood overview brochure providing an introduction to the 
company’s extensive line of solid-maple hardwood sports 
floor systems. Included is a new, quick-assembly-and-removal 
portable hardwood maple system (NitroPanel®) that delivers 
excellent performance characteristics, stability, and uniformity. 
Action Floor Systems manufactures a wide variety of hardwood 
sports floor systems to accommodate any application. The com-
pany specializes in high-performance sports floors constructed 
of hard maple timber grown exclusively in northern Wisconsin 
and Upper Michigan. Action Floor Systems also offers Her-
culan® polyurethane synthetic, RexCourt® vinyl sheet, and 
ReFlex® recycled rubber flooring products. For further infor-
mation visit Action Floor Systems, LLC at www.actionfloors.com. 
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